
Prolyte introduces new Box Corner for 30-series truss

Officially presented on the P+S Exhibition as recently held in Frankfurt, Prolyte has introduced a new, 
innovative Box Corner for its 30-series truss. This Box Corner can be used in combination with regular 
truss as well as the successful Verto truss.

The loading capacity in any 2D or 3D truss structure is always influenced by the strength of the corner type
used. We all know that Box Corners offer more strength than regular corners, but still, their strength does not
match the strength of the straight trussing. Something you would expect, and would certainly make the lives of
all engineers and riggers a lot easier.

By developing a new type of Box Corner, Prolyte does exactly that. Replacing the welds by bolts and the open
structure by plated sides, the integral structure of the Box Corner gains strength in all directions. Not suffering
from the loss of material strength caused by the heat affected zone. The new Box Corner, the BOX-30V-HD, is a
fully plated and bolted element and is therefore much stronger than the regular Box Corner. This allows you to
build any 2D or 3D structures without losing involuntary strength due to the corner types used.

Extensive testing eventually produced a design that is not only cost efficient, since over-dimensioning was ruled
out, but also tried and tested, to offer the safest solution possible.

Due to its clever design, where the plated sides interlock with each other, the exact 90-degree shape is
guaranteed. In combination with the narrow tolerances, this Box Corner is suitable to use in combination with the 
Verto truss as well. Furthermore, the plates can easily be changed in case of damages, offering an efficient and
cost effective solution.

All standard available accessories for the regular Box Corner can be used for the HD Box Corner as well, like
the male and female half couplers and bolts.

Prolyte Group will continue both products in its product range, the regular Box Corner as well as the new HD
Box Corner.
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Technical specifications:
•    Article code: BOX-30V-HD-0
•    Alloy: EN-AW6082T6
•    Bolts: grade 8.8/10.9
•    Self-weight: 12.5 kg

Available accessories:
•    VER6-652S – HALF COUPLER MALE (Also needed VER-M12x030-652S)
•    VER-BOX-30V-A-001 (Also needed BM-M12x035-IB)

•    CCS6-651 (Also needed BM-M12x035)
•    CCS6-652S (Also needed BM-M12x028-652)
•    CCS6-653 (Also needed BM-M12x035 and BM-M12-SW)
•    BOX-30V-ATT (With CCS6-651)
•    BOX-30V-A-001 (Also needed BM-M12X035-IB and BM-M12-SW)
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